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Start collaborative project Uithof line Utrecht, The Netherlands (BRU2)
edilon)(sedra recently started the engineering,
delivery and installation of a number of rail
systems for the new 8 km Uithof line project in
Utrecht, the Netherlands.
The Uithof line is a new tram line from Utrecht
Central Station to Utrecht Science Park De Uithof,
which will become operational mid-2018. In close
co-operation with the Uithof line project partners
BAM and Arcadis, different types of edilon)(sedra
rail systems are installed: USTS (concrete and steel
channels, and concrete slabs), ERS top-down and
traditional ERS.
The edilon)(sedra scope of work includes the engineering, the delivery of materials and equipment
and the installation of 7 kms of balastless single
track.

Recently installed edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS
(Embedded Rail System)

Installation of Corkelast® ERS top-down (Embedded Rail System)

edilon)(sedra awarded contract for rail fastening of Metro Toluca
edilon)(sedra is awarded with an important contract for the supply of 57 km double track rail fastening for the Metro of
Toluca. This intercity train will connect the metropolitan centre of Toluca with Mexico City.
Client and engineers selected edilon)(sedra DFS (Direct Fastening System) following extensive track investigation. The solution
includes excellent elasticity and unique durable characteristics, fully compliant with EN Cat C.

Toluca - Mexico City track design / Source: www.revistanoticias.sener

Viaduct Toluca - preparations for the track installation
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Ankara high-speed station inaugurated
...another milestone in the history of Corkelast® ERS

Official inauguration of Ankara Station by Recep Tayyip Erdogan, President of Turkey and Benaldi Yildirim, Prime Minister (and ex-Transport Minister)

With the opening of the new Ankara High Speed
Station, the 29th of October, edilon)(sedra sets another
milestone in the 50 year history of its Corkelast® ERS
(Embedded Rail System).

application engineering during the preparation of this project. These
activities concentrated on the implementation of the Corkelast® ERS
system in the station construction and support during construction
realization and planning.

TCDD Turkish State Railway Authorities decided to take advantage
of the Corkelast® ERS rail fastening system for the new iconic
railway station in Ankara, Turkey. TCDD’s main technical reason for
selecting Corkelast® ERS is the fact that it conforms 100% to the
CEN 13481-5. Respective engineering reports, reference letters of
various railway authorities, complete CEN-test reports, etc. were
provided confirming the outstanding track record and unrestricted
applicability.

The new station building looms over the city’s existing art deco
station (opened in 1937) and is the current high-speed, regional and
commuter railway hub. The Ankara station consists of 8 floors, 3
platforms and 6 high speed lines.

There was a requirement for the involvement of edilon)(sedra’s

As the station building also has a shopping mall, 5 star hotel and
conference centre, a noise & vibration study was conducted in
collaboration with METU Ankara in order to verify the performance
of our Corkelast® ERS in combination with Trackelast® STM/RPU
Slab Track Mats in accordance to the technical requirements.

Turkish animation about the Ankara project

Rail and road disciplines united in
‘HOV-baan’ project
What: HOV-baan (heavy duty viaduct for trams and busses). In this
project edilon)(sedra installed both the tram rail system edilon)(sedra
Corkelast® VA-40 and the modular road system edilon)(sedra
ESCO-JOINT 60s (the ‘s’ comes from ‘silent’)
Where: Utrecht Central Station, The Netherlands
When: November 2016
How: Installation in cooperation with BAM: both in situ and
prefabricated slabs are applied. Seamless and durable integration of
an edilon)(sedra rail and road system.
Why: Noise and vibration reduction in a densely populated area.
Provide a virtually maintenance-free passage. Quick installation.
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From left to right: Harry van den Bosch (APcon Groep), Amy de Man (edilon)(sedra), Frans Klösters, Rik Monteban (edilon)(sedra), Gertjan Laan (edilon)(sedra), Gerard van der Werf
(Arcadis) en Gerrit van Ettekoven (Movares)

Handbook ERS bridges officially launched
Last Thursday December 8, we officially launched the Dutch version of the handbook ‘Embedded Rail System on Bridges’ in
the R&D room of the Haarlem office.
While enjoying coffee and pie we thanked the railway bridge experts who were willing to critically read the text contained in this book and
give us feedback. Special thanks went out to former edilon)(sedra colleague and past ProRail technical head Frans Klösters, who is
responsible for writing the first concept of the main chapter of the book.
The handbook attempts to build a bridge between the diversity of challenges faced when designing railway bridges and the solutions that
Corkelast® ERS provides in practice. Considerations that must be addressed when using embedded rails on bridges are stipulated from a
technical / practical point of view. An English hardcover version of the handbook is planned to appear in January of this year.
More information will follow soon.

Technology Forum of edilon)(sedra GmbH as Co-event in Leipzig
On November 9 and 10, 2016, the 6th Technology Forum of edilon)(sedra GmbH took place within the scope of the 10th LIF
Leipziger Instandhaltungsforums of IFTEC GmbH & Co. KG as co-organizer in Leipzig.

Subjects of the event: New technical developments as well as general conditions changed by the legislator and funding bodies as well as
new sets of rules and testing standards can‘t be stopped and keep leading to new and forward-thinking technologies. All of the market
participants need to face these changes and draw the appropriate conclusions.
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